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Much of the conversation focused on issues generic to higher education, including for example: sorting of students into different programs; the timing of students’ program choices; pedagogy of the classroom; mentoring; maturity of students; competing values among students and among faculty; the conditions of work in higher education; the reward and incentive structures attached to tenure and research; the difficulties of collaboration across disciplines, across cultural and epistemological divides; the role of cultural biases; the difficulties of organizational, no less institutional change; and finally, the gap between what is taught in schools and what is expected in the workplace. There were surely additional topics too. Although each of these was often discussed in the context of engineering education, none of these subjects are about engineering per se or engineering alone.

What is left that characterizes engineering and is not a characteristic of other professions? The missing piece is the elephant in the room, and it is my sense that the workshop did not address this sufficiently: the four-year professional degree. All other professions require undergraduate education before deep immersion in and admission to practicing the technical expertise of the profession; that undergraduate education need not be and often is not specifically pre-professional but a general liberal education.
How does the four-professional degree contribute to the culture of engineering education?

What practices are associated with this unique feature of the profession?

During the last several decades, culture has become a popular explanation for all sorts of organizational and institutional failures from oil refinery explosions and the financial collapse of 2008 to binge drinking and sexual assault on college and university campuses. For example, in contemporary engineering and management scholarship, the term ‘safety’ is attached to the word culture, increasingly invoked to refer to a commonly shared, stable set of practices in which all members of an organization learn from errors to minimize risk and maximize safety in the performance of organizational tasks and achievement of production goals.\(^1\) When people want to talk about what does not fit into relatively fixed and concrete phenomena understood as vectors of instrumental rationality, they often talk about culture. We have heard such discourse at this workshop. It is a catch-all phrase for everything that hasn’t got a name yet; it is treated like a black box with unknown interior for those who may be unfamiliar with cultural analysis. As a black box, the concept of cultural analysis — circulating among those who do not look inside the box — is that its mechanisms are not as difficult, for example, as quantum mechanics. After all, as socialized adults we are all competent cultural actors. We know what is in the box. How hard could it be?

Culture is nonetheless a problematic explanation for deficient or insufficient institutional practices, not because the concept is unspecifiable but, because the mechanisms are difficult to

\(^1\) Talk about safety culture has exploded in the last decade, can be usefully understood as a way of encouraging and allocating responsibility, one response to the dangers of technological systems. Invoking culture as both the explanation and remedy for technological disasters obscures the different interests and power relations enacted in complex organizations. Culture is never homogeneous nor uncontested, entirely stable, or fixed. Silbey, “Taming Prometheus,” 2009.
control and the system of interactional forces so complex and reflexive. Culture is a normatively plural system of symbols and meanings (and their associated practices) that both enables and constrains, both the product and context, of social action.\(^2\) As an analytic concept, it is invoked (a) to recognize signs and performances, meanings and actions as inseparable; (b) yet, “to disentangle, for the purpose of analysis [only], the semiotic influences on action from the other sorts of influences — demographic, geographical, biological, technological, economic, and so on — that they are necessarily mixed with in any concrete sequence of behavior”\(^3\). Thus, for example, safety culture is used to emphasize that organizational and technological performances are not confined to formally specified components, or to language alone. Although at a macro level, we may share symbolic and cognitive resources, cultural resources can be discrete, local, and intended for specific purposes. Despite local variation and heterogeneity, (c) it is possible to observe general patterns so that we are able to speak of a culture, or cultural system at specified scales and levels of social organization. “System and practice are complementary concepts: each presupposes the other”\(^4\), although the constituent practices are neither uniform, logical, static, nor autonomous. The task of cultural analysis is (d) to map the systematicity of the constituent practices and symbols. (e) As a collection of semiotic and material resources deployed in interactions, “culture is not a power, something to which social events, behaviors, institutions, or processes can be causally attributed; it is something within which [events, behaviors, institutions, and processes] can be intelligibly — that is, thickly — described”\(^5\).

Because culture refers to the pattern of meanings and practices — cognitive, behavioral and material resources — that both enables and constrains action, policy makers are beginning to

\(^2\) Sewell 2005, pp. 152-175; Silbey 2001; Silbey, 2005, 343),
\(^3\) Sewell 2005, p.160
\(^4\) Sewell 2005, p. 164)
\(^5\) Geertz, *The Interpretation of Cultures*, 1973, p.14
claim that the global challenges we face — for example in climate change, sustainability, growing inequality — are not necessarily or merely technical, but social and cultural. Similarly, at this workshop concerned engineers call for liberal studies of engineering as a means of embracing this elusive, yet analyzable, phenomena we call culture.

What features of the culture of engineering education might we associate with the four year degree, providing opportunities and constraints for the transformations proponents of Liberal Engineering advocate?

First, and most importantly, a four-year professional degree becomes a magnet for those for whom education is an instrumental activity with a clear means-ends relationship; the degree should pay for itself through immediate lucrative occupation. First generation college goers, many working class students, and immigrants cannot afford to go to college without lining up a well-paying job immediately after to pay the college costs. Thus, engineering is particularly attractive, as it almost guarantees a job in the upper half of the income distribution in the US. It is a cost effective professional degree. It is, however, an example of short-term thinking, more often characteristic of those under financial duress. Pierre Bourdieu (1984) has shown us that education is more often regarded as occupational training by the working classes and as cultural improvement by the middle and upper classes. Those relatively freer from economic constraint are able to develop tastes and preferences independent of the needs of everyday life; those constrained by economic circumstances more often seek functional reward from their investments of attention and effort. Engineering is not only a cost effective degree, as a

---

8 Bourdieu, Distinction, 1984.
profession it expresses an epistemological affinity in terms of fundamental interests in function and efficiency.9

Second, the four-year degree encourages tightly packed curricula with limited opportunities for random exploration and inquiry. With increases in scientific knowledge and technological complexity, engineering degrees demand ever more courses.

Third, once this institutional pattern exists, it is very difficult to change, more difficult than getting onto that path in the first place, which could have been entirely contingent at the time. We call this path dependence.10

Fourth, the four-year degree also relegates engineering to conventionally lower position in prestige hierarchies than law and medicine.11 This relative subordination, if unwelcome, can lead to status instabilities. Unlike the accretion of small changes that slowly transforms organizations and institutions; the engineering profession is unique in its repeated calls for complete overhaul/radical changes, which probably reflect these status ambiguities. Since 1918, there have been more than twenty-five national reports calling for fundamental change of engineering

9 The preface of every optimization book argues that whenever a decision is made to allocate scarce, quantifiable resources, and there exists a quantifiable way of measuring quality or efficiency, best includes that efficiency calculation. 1939 article by Leonid See Kantorovich (1939, 1960),

education. The reports are often similar, claiming that engineering education needs to incorporate human factors, or business and management considerations, or more science, or more social science, or more contextual knowledge. Most liberal arts and science schools host pre-law and pre-med programs; but, there are very few pre-engineering programs other than the few experiments we have heard described at the workshop.

These repeated calls for fundamental change in engineering education are part of the jurisdictional competitions within the system of professions. This competition may not be formally organized as such and the actors may not intend nor be aware of their participation. Nonetheless, the boundaries of occupational expertise are regularly negotiated through these curricular changes, as well as occupational licensing and employment requirements. Those who call for fundamental changes in the training of engineers participate, either latently or manifestly, in this competition.

A fifth characteristic differentiating engineering from the other professions as well as the liberal arts and sciences is the dominant embrace of instrumental reasoning. Engineering is the


process of identifying means (methods and matter) to solve identified problems. The process — whether thought of as design or problem solving through trial and error, modeling, or calculation — is an efficient allocation of means to meet prescribed ends. By its celebration of efficiency, engineering shares with liberal and neo-liberal economics the notion that this instrumental reasoning is what constitutes rationality, an assertion of a unique human capacity. Economists are moving beyond this simple notion of rationality by appropriating decades’ old social psychology and calling it behavioral economics. Actually, the current chairwoman of the Federal Reserve is noted for her work in cultural economics, describing what sociologists and anthropologists have been doing for two centuries, showing how people’s choices are shaped by the groups in which they live and work.

What does it take to make a cultural transformation? Certainly the proponents of Liberal Engineering are moving energetically toward their goal. If the engineering degree were a major, like other liberal arts and sciences, much of the critique would dissipate, I imagine. Would the four year degree remain as significant a constraint? I suspect not.

15 “If we look at basic science, applied science, and engineering as social activities in general, we can see that the aims of these activities are different; these aims are institutionalized norms that govern the activities. A central norm for each of these activities can be formulated as follows: Basic science is oriented to the production and evaluation of knowledge claims. Applied science is oriented to the discovery of new uses for knowledge claims that have been previously evaluated and tentatively accepted. Engineering is oriented to the solution of technical problems where the problem to be solved is regarded as given.” Cohen. Developing Sociological Knowledge, (1989), pp. 49-65..
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